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Sensory Cortical Activity Is Related to the Selection of a
Rhythmic Motor Action Pattern
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Rats produce robust, highly distinctive orofacial rhythms in response to taste stimuli—responses that aid in the consumption of palat-
able tastes and the ejection of aversive tastes, and that are sourced in a multifunctional brainstem central pattern generator. Several pieces
of indirect evidence suggest that primary gustatory cortex (GC) may be a part of a distributed forebrain circuit involved in the selection
of particular consumption-related rhythms, although not in the production of individual mouth movements per se. Here, we performed
a series of tests of this hypothesis. We first examined the temporal relationship between GC activity and orofacial behaviors by performing
paired single-neuron and electromyographic recordings in awake rats. Using a trial-by-trial analysis, we found that a subset of GC
neurons shows a burst of activity beginning before the transition between nondistinct and taste-specific (i.e., consumption-related)
orofacial rhythms. We further showed that shifting the latency of consumption-related behavior by selective cueing has an analogous
impact on the timing of GC activity. Finally, we showed the complementary result, demonstrating that optogenetic perturbation of GC
activity has a modest but significant impact on the probability that a specific rhythm will be produced in response to a strongly aversive
taste. GC appears to be a part of a distributed circuit that governs the selection of taste-induced orofacial rhythms.
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Introduction
Many basic behaviors are rhythmic (e.g., locomotion and respi-
ration). The repeating patterns of muscle contraction and relax-
ation that underlie such behaviors are driven by central pattern
generators (CPGs; Grillner, 1985), which in vertebrates typically
reside in brainstem circuits (Jordan and Slawińska, 2011). While
CPGs are well situated to quickly receive and process sensory
input, they also receive considerable “top-down feedback” from
cortex (Duysens and Van de Crommert, 1998; Hattox et al., 2002;

Cramer and Keller, 2006). The nature of this descending influ-
ence is unclear; one possibility is that cortex influences the selec-
tion of CPG rhythms, much as neuromodulation affects the
rhythms produced by invertebrate CPGs (Marder et al., 2005;
Friesen and Kristan, 2007; Vidal-Gadea et al., 2010).

One set of rhythmic behaviors easily observed in vertebrates is
the oromotor rhythms induced by taste delivery. Upon receiving
a drop of tastant, rats produce an initial bout of nonspecific in-
traoral licks, which transition into bouts of either ingestive [lat-
eral tongue movements (LTMs)] or egestive (gapes) movements,
depending on the palatability (hedonic value) of the taste (Grill
and Norgren, 1978a; Travers and Norgren, 1986). The ingestive
and egestic orofacial rhythms are driven by a common CPG re-
siding in the intermediate and parvocellular zones of the reticular
formation (Holstege et al., 1977; Travers et al., 2000; Chen et al.,
2001; Travers et al., 2005).

Although this brainstem CPG is sufficient to generate the ap-
propriate orofacial sequence in response to innately aversive or
palatable stimuli (Grill and Norgren, 1978b), several lines of ev-
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Significance Statement

In many well studied (typically invertebrate) sensorimotor systems, top-down modulation helps motor-control regions “select”
movement patterns. Here, we provide evidence that gustatory cortex (GC) may be part of the forebrain circuit that performs this
function in relation to oral behaviors (“gapes”) whereby a substance in the mouth is rejected as unpalatable. We show that GC
palatability coding is well timed to play this role, and that the latency of these codes changes as the latency of gaping shifts with
learning. We go on to show that by silencing these neurons, we can change the likelihood of gaping. These data help to break down
the sensory/motor divide by showing a role for sensory cortex in the selection of motor behavior.
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idence suggest that activity in forebrain taste areas, including
primary gustatory cortex (GC), may help to select the orofacial
rhythm. GC projects directly to the CPG (Zhang and Sasamoto,
1990; Shammah-Lagnado et al., 1992; Travers et al., 1997), and
stimulation of GC can induce changes in licking and rhythmic
jaw movements (Sasamoto et al., 1990; Peng et al., 2015). More-
over, taste responses in GC become palatability related around
the onset of ingestive/egestive behavior (Katz et al., 2001; Sadacca
et al., 2012), and appear necessary for palatability-related re-
sponses to novel tastes (Stehberg et al., 2011; Moraga-Amaro et
al., 2014). Finally, GC is crucial for changing the response of a rat
from LTMs to gapes during taste learning (Kiefer and Orr, 1992;
Schafe et al., 1998). These findings indicate that GC may be
directly involved in the selection or driving of taste-related
behavior—although it almost certainly performs these functions
in cooperation with a much larger circuit including the amygdala,
hypothalamus, and bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST;
Travers et al., 1997; see Discussion).

Here, we more directly test the hypothesis that GC plays a role
in modulating the transition from nonspecific intraoral licks to
gapes, but not in driving individual mouth movements, focusing
on gapes to take advantage of the relative ease with which they can
be reliably detected. Our approach was fourfold, as follows: (1)
we examined the temporal relationship between the palatability
relatedness of GC firing and behavior within a randomized taste
delivery paradigm, predicting that palatability-related GC firing
should emerge before taste specific behaviors; (2) we evaluated
the change in GC firing before and during gaping, predicting a
specific, direct correlation—that on a trial by trial basis, the first
gape will be preceded by changes in firing rates, and that later
gapes will not; (3) we used a cue to alter the latency of gaping,
predicting that the altered latency of the behavior transition
would similarly shift the timing of the GC neural responses; and
(4) we used an optogenetic silencer to suppress GC activity [i.e.,
GC inactivation (GCx)] during taste processing, predicting that
GCx would impact the production of gapes. Each prediction was
borne out, allowing us to suggest that GC is one part— but only
one part— of the distributed system that influences the transition
from intraoral licks to gapes.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. We used adult (weight, 250 –300 g) female Long–Evans rats
(females were selected for docility; Charles River Laboratories) as sub-
jects in the electrophysiology experiments (N � 6 in no-cue experiments
only; N � 3 in cue experiments only; N � 9 in both no-cue and cue
experiments) and optogenetic inactivation experiments (N � 17 virus
injected rats; and N � 11 controls). The same taste delivery paradigms
were used for all groups of animals (see below). Throughout the study,
rats were maintained on a 12 h light/dark schedule, with experiments
taking place during the first third of the light period. Rats were weighed
daily and observed to never drop to �80% of their presurgery weight. All
experimental methods were in compliance with National Institutes of
Health guidelines and were approved in advance by the Brandeis Univer-
sity Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Virus delivery surgery. Rats were infected with ArchT-expressing
adeno-associated virus (AAV-CAG-ArchT-GFP, 2.5 � 10 11 particles/ml,
obtained from the University of North Carolina Vector Core). To inject
the virus into GC, we first exposed and cleaned the skull, and made
craniotomies over GC (see below). We then inserted a glass micropipette
(diameter, 12–18 �m) containing viral particles suspended in a solution
of PBS and Oregon Green 488 (Invitrogen) into GC. Three separate
injections were made per hemisphere, at depths of 4.9, 4.7, and 4.5 mm.
Each injection deposited a total volume of 1.25 �l in 25 discrete pulses
(50 nl/pulse, 7 s between each pulse). We used a Nanoject II Auto-

Nanoliter Injector (Drummond Scientific) to control pulse volume and
delivery.

To ensure a high level of ArchT expression during the optogenetics
experiments, the virus was injected 3 weeks before the implantation of
optical fibers (Zhang et al., 2010). All cell types were similarly subject to
infection and ArchT expression, a choice that ensured relatively consis-
tent output inhibition; the inhibition of individual single cell types inev-
itably causes disinhibition of other cell types, thus mixing the impact of
illumination (see also Discussion).

Virus-free control subjects were also implanted with optical fibers.
Electrode and optical fiber implantation surgeries. Before each surgery,

we anesthetized the rat with an intraperitoneal injection of a ketamine/
xylazine cocktail (1 ml of ketamine, 0.05 ml xylazine/kg body weight).
Deep anesthesia throughout surgery was maintained via additional doses
of the solution administered at regular intervals. Rats were given postop-
erative analgesics (Rimadyl, 4.4 mg/kg) and antibiotics (Pro-Pen-G,
150,000 U/kg) at 24 h intervals for 3 d after surgery.

We placed the anesthetized rat into a stereotaxic apparatus, cleaning
the scalp with iodine and ethanol, and excising the scalp to expose the
skull. We then drilled small craniotomies over the location of GC (an-
teroposterior �1.4 mm from bregma; mediolateral �5 mm from breg-
ma; Paxinos and Watson, 2007) and gently removed the meningeal tissue
covering the brain. Rats used in the electrophysiology experiments were
implanted with 1 (unilateral) or 2 (bilateral) multiwire electrode bundles
(25 �m formvar-coated nichrome wires, 16 wires per bundle). Rats used
in optogenetic experiments were bilaterally implanted with custom-built
optical fiber assemblies (a multimode fiber, 0.22 numerical aperture, 200
�m core, inserted through a 2.5 mm multimode stainless steel ferrule,
THORLABS). Electrode bundles and optical fibers were lowered to 4.7
mm ventral to the surface of the brain, corresponding to the depth of GC.

After implanting the electrode bundles or the optical fibers, we im-
planted intraoral cannulae (IOCs) bilaterally into cheeks, and a single
bipolar electromyography (EMG) electrode under the chin. Each IOC
consisted of a hollow polyethylene tube inserted beneath the temporalis
muscle terminating immediately anterolateral to the first maxillary mo-
lar (Grill and Norgren, 1978a; Travers and Norgren, 1986; Katz et al.,
2001). The EMG electrode (manufactured in-house using PFA-coated
stainless steel wire from A-M Systems and connectors from PlasticsOne)
was placed in the belly of the left anterior digastric muscle; one end of the
electrode was tied to a suture needle, which was then inserted into the
muscle, such that the electrode could be pulled into the desired position
(for details on the procedure, see Loeb and Gans, 1986; Travers and
Norgren, 1986; Dinardo and Travers, 1994). The electrode wire was
trimmed and held in place with Vetbond Tissue Adhesive (3M).

The full set of hardware, including electrode bundles, optical fibers,
IOCs, and EMG electrodes, was stabilized and cemented in place using
dental acrylic bound to screws embedded in the skull.

Histology. Before tissue removal, we deeply anesthetized each rat with
an overdose of the ketamine/xylazine solution. We then perfused the
animal through the heart with 10% formalin, and extracted the brain.
Coronal brain slices (50 �m) were mounted and stained with either
cresyl violet (Sigma-Aldrich) or NeuroTrace (Life Technologies) to en-
able visualization of the neural architecture surrounding the electrode
tracks and optical fibers. To monitor the expression of ArchT, slices were
labeled with an anti-GFP primary antibody (catalog #A-11122, Life
Technologies) and an Alexa Fluor-488-conjugated secondary antibody
(catalog #A-21206, Life Technologies). Processed brain slices were inter-
preted (i.e., electrode and fiber tips localized) in reference to a standard
rat brain atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 2007). Rats were rejected from
analysis if placements were not centered on GC, and if fluorescence was
not high.

Habituation. Following recovery from implantation surgery, we habit-
uated each rat to the behavioral chamber for 2 consecutive days before
the start of the experiments themselves. During these daily 30 min ses-
sions, we attached the recording cables, fiber optic cables, and fluid de-
livery apparatus to the hardware on the head of the animal, and infused
60 pulses (2 pulses/min) of distilled water (35 �l/pulse) into the oral
cavity of the animal through the IOC. On the second habituation day, the
rat was placed on a mild water restriction schedule (�4.2 ml of water in
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the behavioral chamber, followed by 15 ml of water in the home cage).
This schedule was maintained throughout the duration of the study
(�5–10 d/animal).

Presentation of taste stimuli. Since we wished to evoke highly distinct,
palatability-related orofacial behaviors, only two highly valenced taste
stimuli, palatable sucrose (300 and 30 mM [strong sucrose (sS) and dilute
sucrose (dS)] and aversive quinine [1 and 0.1 mM strong quinine (sQ)
and dilute quinine (dQ)], each dissolved in distilled water, were used for
the taste experiments; the two dilute taste solutions, which evoked rela-
tively little in the way of palatability-related taste behaviors, were used to
enable analysis of palatability-related firing (see below). The fluid deliv-
ery apparatus consisted of a set of pressurized glass cylinders (one for
each taste solution) connected to a sequence of plastic tubes of decreasing
diameter that ultimately threads through the IOC. A solenoid valve con-
trolled fluid exodus from each glass cylinder. A single taste delivery de-
posited �35 �l of one of the four solutions onto the tongue of the rat.
Tastants were presented in pseudo-randomized order; the elapsed time
between each delivery was generated from an exponential distribution
(mean, 20 s; upper bound, 15 s; lower bound, 30 s). Each tastant was
presented 30 times, for a total of 120 separate taste deliveries per experi-
mental session.

Animals were free to move about in the behavioral chamber during
each 30 min experiment. Only one experiment was run per animal per
day. Between days, the electrode bundles were driven 0.075 mm ven-
trally, deeper into GC, to ensure that we obtained fresh units for each
session.

Cue experiments. We applied two taste delivery paradigms in this
study: “no-cue” and “cue.” Cue experiments, which were included to test
whether the appearance of palatability coding followed changes in behav-
ioral latency, differed from no-cue experiments in only one respect: a 4
kHz auditory tone of constant amplitude was played for 1 s preceding
each sQ delivery. The no-cue experiment was run for 2–3 consecutive
days, followed generally by 1–2 d of the cue experiment. For the animals
in which the cue experiment was run for 2 d, data were pooled across
both days, because the change in the latency of gaping was linear and
continued for two full sessions, such that the change between the first and
last quarter of the trials did not differ significantly between the first
and second day (z(15) � �1.01, p � 0.32, Wilcoxon rank sum test).

Optogenetic inactivation. To test whether behavior depends on an in-
tact GC, 532 nm laser light (Shanghai Dream Lasers Technology) was
coupled to the implanted optical fibers using customized FC/PC patch
cables (THORLABS), and the power was adjusted to produce a reading of
40 or 10 mW at the tip of the fiber. For the optogenetic experiments, half
of the taste deliveries (60 deliveries, 15 deliveries/tastant) were randomly
selected to include GC inactivation. For these deliveries, the laser was
turned on for 2.5 s following the opening of the solenoid valve.

Conditioned taste aversion. To confirm the effectiveness with which
we were able to optogenetically inactivate GC, we tested a separate set
of infected and control rats on a conditioned taste aversion (CTA)
task, with successful CTA learning being dependent on GC (Dunn
and Everitt, 1988; Gallo et al., 1992; Schafe and Bernstein, 1998; Ro-
man et al., 2006). Animals were first adapted to obtaining pulses of
distilled water through the IOC by inserting their nose into a small
port equipped with an infrared beam (60 �l/poke; 100 pokes; 3 s
enforced delay between each poke; total session length, �30 min).
After 2 d of adaptation, distilled water was replaced with a 0.15%
saccharin solution, and the laser was turned on for 2.5 s following
each saccharin delivery (i.e., training day). Once the animal had con-
sumed 6 ml of the solution, we induced gastric malaise by injecting 0.6
M lithium chloride (1% body weight, dissolved in distilled water,
similar to concentrations and amounts used in other studies; Nach-
man and Ashe, 1973; Misanin and Hinderliter, 1994; Maier et al.,
2014) into the intraperitoneal cavity. The following day (testing day),
we returned the animal to the behavioral chamber, and recorded the
number of times the animal poked for saccharin within a 30 min
period. Control animals were not injected with virus, but received
light only. Some animals also received 30 passive deliveries of 0.1%
saccharin through the IOC, and the EMG signal was analyzed to
determine the number of gapes per delivery (see below).

Acquisition of EMG data. Voltage signals from the bipolar electrode
embedded in the anterior digastric muscle were passed through a General
Purpose AC Preamplifier (model P55, Grass Technologies) and sampled
at 1000 kHz. The signal was filtered off-line using a fourth-order Butter-
worth bandpass filter (300 –500 Hz; Travers and Norgren, 1986), and the
filtered result was rectified. Occasionally, minimal EMG activity was ob-
served following the opening of the solenoid valve; as this was possibly
due to the presence of air bubbles in the fluid delivery apparatus, such
trials were eliminated from further analysis.

Gape detection algorithm. Gapes were identified from EMG responses
using the following two-step process: (1) we first identified all mouth
movements produced in the 2.5 s immediately following taste delivery;
and (2) then used a quadratic classifier to label each movement as a
“gape” or “nongape.”

To identify individual mouth movements, we extracted the envelope
of the filtered, rectified EMG signal using a 15 Hz low-pass fourth-order
Butterworth filter (MathWorks), sufficient for capturing different types
of taste-related mouth movements (all of which exist at frequencies �10
Hz, with gapes occupying the lower end of that spectrum; Grill and
Norgren, 1978); Fig. 1A provides evidence that the filter dealt linearly
with low frequencies in the data. Each local peak in the envelope was
deemed a mouth movement. The onset and offset of each movement
were defined as the time points at which the magnitude of the envelope
exceeded and returned to the mean value of the envelope from the base-
line period (�1.5 and 0 s relative to taste delivery, respectively).

We used quadratic discriminant analysis to label each mouth
movement (save some very early, nondistinctive movements; Fig. 1;
see Results) as a gape or a nongape, quantifying movements for the
analysis on the basis of two features known to distinguish gapes from
intraoral licks and lateral tongue movements (Travers and Norgren,
1986), namely, movement duration (the time between movement
onset and offset) and movement frequency (the reciprocal of the time
between the peak of a given movement and the peak of the most distal
adjacent movement). To train the classifier, we obtained a corpus of
30 frames/s video recordings (HD Pro Webcam C920, Logitech) of
1169 separate mouth movements (N � 5 animals) produced follow-
ing deliveries of sQ, 437 of which were visually determined to be gapes
by a blind rater (see Fig. 3A, blue dots).

We evaluated the classifier by jackknife— excluding data from each
animal in turn, fitting the classifier on the data from the four remaining
animals, and evaluating the resulting classifier on the excluded dataset.
The classifier achieved an average d	 value of 1.5 on the held-out data (see
Fig. 3B), corresponding to an accuracy of �80%. Additional validation of
the classifier is shown in Figure 3C, which plots the average number of
gapes detected by the algorithm following the delivery of each of the four
taste solutions. As expected, the most aversive tastant, sQ, elicited the
greatest number of gapes, nearly double that of the second-most aversive
tastant, dQ.

Acquisition of electrophysiological data. Voltage signals from ensem-
bles of GC neurons were sampled at 40 kHz, amplified, filtered, and
saved to hard drive (using hardware from Plexon). From these raw
voltage signals, we retained all waveforms whose amplitude was at
least three times larger than the noise, and sorted the resulting wave-
forms into distinct units using three-dimensional cluster-cutting
techniques (Offline Sorter, Plexon). Sorted waveform records were
digitized at 1 kHz. A total of 161 and 133 single units were obtained
for the no-cue and cue experiments.

Analysis of time course of palatability-related responding. For each
neuron recorded in the no-cue experiments, we used a moving win-
dow analysis to identify the times at which the responses of the neu-
ron were palatability related. We defined “palatability relatedness” as
we have previously (Piette et al., 2012; Sadacca et al., 2012; Maier and
Katz, 2013), as follows: the extent to which the magnitude of the
responses of the neuron to each of the four taste stimuli reflects (i.e.,
correlates with) the palatability ordering of the stimuli. For a given
neuron, we first binned the spike train produced by the neuron fol-
lowing each taste delivery (span, 0 to 2.75 s) using partially overlap-
ping time windows (window size, 1 s; step size, 0.1 s). We then
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computed the rank correlation between the spike count in each win-
dow and the palatability ranking of the corresponding taste (sS 

dS 
 dQ 
 sQ). t Tests were used to conservatively evaluate the
statistical significance of the correlation coefficient obtained for each
time window (required significance level, p � 0.005). To further
minimize the effect of false-positive results upon our final analysis, we
included only stretches of palatability-related firing consisting of
three or more consecutive time windows. Instead, using a threshold of
two or one consecutive windows did not alter our general conclu-
sions, but three consecutive windows were used because this effec-
tively removed all evidence of artifactual significance in the
prestimulus period.

To analyze the palatability relatedness of EMG responses, we used a
method identical to the one applied to the neural responses, but,
instead of the spike count in each time window, we used the mean
EMG power between 4 and 6 Hz. EMG power was computed using
a multitaper spectral estimation method (Chronux.org; Babadi and
Brown, 2014).

Time course of cued taste distinguishability. To measure how experience
with the cue changes one particular taste response in GC, we first divided
the data from each cue experiment in half, with one half containing the
responses of the neuron to the first 15 deliveries of each tastant (a total of
60 separate taste deliveries), and the other, the last 15 deliveries. We
analyzed the neural data from each half separately using a moving win-
dow method similar to the one described above, except that instead of
computing the rank correlation with taste palatability, we used a Wil-
coxon rank sum test to compare the magnitude of responses to sQ with
those to the three other tastants (using p � 0.005 as the threshold for
significance).

Perigape time histograms. For each neuron,
we calculated two perigape time histograms
(PGTHs), one to quantify changes in firing
around the onset of “first gape,” and another
to assess firing to “later gapes.” The term first
gape collectively refers to the earliest occur-
ring gape following each taste delivery, while
the term later gapes describes all subsequent
gapes. Thus, 30 separate taste deliveries can
yield at most 30 first gapes, but typically
many more later gapes. PGTHs were calcu-
lated exclusively for responses to sQ, as it was
the only stimulus that reliably elicited gapes.

To calculate a PGTH, we averaged the �0.08
to 0.04 s portion of the spike train surrounding
each first gape or later gape. We then sub-
tracted this original response by the mean re-
sponse produced after shuffling the order of
the spike trains (100 permutations per neu-
ron), a procedure that disassociates the neural
activity from the behavior produced on the
same trial. Subtracting the shuffled response
from the original response allows us to isolate
the portion of the original response specifically
related to the onset of the gape, regardless of
the direction of that response. A neuron was
determined to have a significant gape-
associated change in firing rate if the peak of its
original response was 
95% of the peaks from
its shuffled responses.

Statistical details. Standard parametric and (in
the case of non-normal data) nonparametric sta-
tistics are used throughout to compare differ-
ences in central tendencies and distributions.
Means are reported with SEMs (the variance
measurement that is directly used in significance
testing). When the data involve Bernoulli distri-
butions (Fig. 2D; see also Fig. 5C,D), the SEM of
the probability of success is calculated as sqrt(p �

(1 � p)/n), where p is the average probability of
success, and n is the number of observations.

Results
Behavior-related activity appears in GC before it appears
in EMG
We first studied the relationship between GC activity and taste-
related mouth movements using a no-cue taste delivery paradigm
(see Materials and Methods). For this paradigm, the rat could
anticipate neither the identity nor the timing of the impending
tastant. Experimental sessions consisted of 120 tastant deliveries,
each pseudorandomly selected from a battery of four options,
two of which were aversive—sQ (1 mM) and dQ (0.1 mM)—and
two of which were pleasant— dS (300 mM) and sS (30 mM).

Figure 1 shows two representative examples of EMG activity
recorded from the anterior digastric muscle, one following pre-
sentation of aversive sQ (Fig. 1A, top), and the other following
presentation of pleasant sS (Fig. 1B, bottom); Figure 1A includes
the output of rectification and filtering of the signal. Obvious in
these examples is the standard behavioral reaction time (Travers
and Norgren, 1986; Fontanini and Katz, 2006), the period during
which the EMG response appears flat, after which rats produce
bouts of nonspecific (i.e., identical for all tastes) 6 –7 Hz licks.
Following this bout, the EMG signal becomes dominated by
mouth movements reflecting the palatability of the taste, which is
the degree to which the tastant is pleasant or aversive (Berridge et
al., 1984; Travers and Norgren, 1986; Spector et al., 1988). Move-
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Figure 1. Jaw EMG activity to aversive versus pleasurable taste stimuli. A, The gray trace plots the EMG activity in the jaw of a rat
following a single delivery of sQ. The overlaid thick line is the output of rectifying and low-pass filtering the data for the calculation
of jaw movement peaks (circles), gapes (diamonds), and the time at which the first gape appears; a video frame from during that
first gape is shown in the inset. B, Same as A, but for sS; note the absence of gapes. The video frame is taken from during the
(putative) first LTM. Note that palatability-related responses are preceded by a period during which the EMG signal is flat (i.e., the
basic response latency) and a period during which nondistinctive licks occur (taste processing).
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ment peaks (circles), gapes (diamonds), and the onset of gaping
are noted in the panels.

These EMG recordings can be reliably used to distinguish
quinine-induced gapes, which signal aversion (Fig. 1A), from
other types of taste-related mouth movements, such as non-
specific licks or LTMs (Grill and Norgren, 1978a; Travers and
Norgren, 1986; Dinardo and Travers, 1994; Fig. 1B). Gapes
appear as long EMG bursts (mean duration, 0.1 s) with an
interburst interval of �0.2 s; nonspecific licks, in contrast,
have both a shorter duration and interburst interval (for de-
scription and validation of the gape detection algorithm, see
Materials and Methods), and LTMs have an even shorter in-
terburst interval (see the response to sS)—the difference be-
tween LTMs and simple licks are difficult to reliably
distinguish, however, and are not examined further.

Again, both aversive and pleasant tastants initially elicit a
rhythmic sequence of nonspecific licks. If the tastant is aversive,
the licks typically give way to a bout of gapes. The shift from
licking to gaping is abrupt and complete—for the example sQ
trial in Figure 1, the transition occurred �1.8 s after taste delivery
(note that this trial was chosen for visual inspection specifically
for the lengthy bout of nonspecific licks before the switch to
gapes; on most trials, this transition occurred earlier; see below).
For sS and other pleasant stimuli, a similarly abrupt transition
occurs between nonspecific licks and mouth movements that in-
dicate pleasure, such as LTMs (Grill and Norgren, 1978a), al-
though this transition is not as easy to observe in anterior
digastric activity as the transition to gaping in the EMG signal in

Figure 1A, because the anterior digastric muscle drives jaw move-
ments and not tongue movements.

Note that a short-latency EMG burst can be observed to occur
in both Figure 1 responses. These bursts, which occurred at low
rates (one such burst in �20% of trials), were likely reactive
mouth movements in response to intraoral delivery; analysis re-
vealed that they were observed with approximately equal fre-
quency across all four taste stimuli; F(19) � 0.69, p � 0.81, by
repeated-measures one-way ANOVA) and that thus, like the of-
ten described nonspecific licks that follow, these bursts were un-
related to tastant palatability. They were therefore excluded from
further analysis.

The differences in frequency among different orofacial behav-
iors, as illustrated in the example traces in Figure 1, suggest that
the spectral content of the EMG signal may be distinct for aver-
sive and pleasant tastants. This suggestion was borne out in quan-
titative analysis: because rats gape to aversive tastants, the EMG
spectrograms for dQ and sQ (Fig. 2A, bottom panels) have more
power between 4 and 6 Hz, the frequency of the gape rhythm. In
contrast, the EMG spectrograms for dS and sS are denser between
8 and 10 Hz (Fig. 2A, top panels), because rats produce LTMs
instead of gapes when presented with pleasant tastants. These
spectral differences between aversive and pleasant tastants are
summarized, across all rats and trials, in Figure 2B (n � 20),
which plots the rank correlation between taste palatability (from
most to least palatability: sS 
 dS 
 dQ 
 sQ) and power in each
frequency band as a function of time following taste delivery. The
correlations in the 4 – 6 and 8 –10 Hz bands are (as expected)
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Figure 2. Comparison of palatability representation in GC and EMG activity. A, Each intensity plot shows the frequency content ( y-axis) of the mean EMG response as a function of time
(x-axis) following delivery of one of the four taste stimuli (data averaged across 15 animals); brighter pixels indicate higher power. B, The left heat map depicts the rank correlation
between taste palatability and EMG power (data averaged across 15 animals) for frequencies between 4 and 10 Hz across poststimulus time. Statistically significant correlations are
plotted in blue or red (blue, negative; red, positive), with stronger color intensities indicating higher correlations. The right map shows the SE across sessions for each point in the
correlation plot. C, Comparison of concurrently recorded neural and EMG responses following taste delivery. Both types of responses were smoothed with a 1 s rectangular window. Top,
Each line represents the mean firing rate ( y-axis) through poststimulus time (x-axis) of a representative GC neuron to one of the four taste stimuli: 300 mM, sS (dark red); 30 mM, dS (light
red); 0.1 mM, dQ (light blue); and 1 mM, sQ (dark blue). The vertical dashed line indicates the earliest time at which the responses of the neuron were significantly correlated with taste
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producing palatability-related responses as a function of time (x-axis) following taste delivery (error bars � SEM). The left edge of the gray box is aligned with the average onset time
of the first gape following deliveries of sQ, as determined by the gape detection algorithm.
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opposite in sign, and both diverge from zero �1 s following taste
delivery, corresponding to the approximate time at which
palatability-related behaviors have been reported to appear
(Travers and Norgren, 1986).

If GC is to be considered to be potentially involved in medi-
ating the shift from nonspecific licks to palatability-related
mouth movements, then palatability-related information must,
minimally, emerge earlier in GC responses than in EMG re-
sponses. To test this prediction, we tracked the time course of
palatability-related information in the neural and EMG signals,
using standard moving-window correlational analyses (see Ma-
terials and Methods; Katz et al., 2001; Piette et al., 2012; Sadacca
et al., 2012). In brief, we defined the palatability relatedness of a
signal as the extent to which the magnitude of the signal increases
(or decreases) with taste palatability. For each GC neuron, we
computed the rank correlation between the palatability of every
tastant delivered in the experiment (palatability ranking: sS 

dS 
 dQ 
 sQ) and the number of spikes emitted by the neuron,
performing this analysis independently for successive time win-
dows following the delivery of said tastant. For the EMG re-
sponses, we performed the identical analysis, but replaced firing
rate with EMG power between 4 and 6 Hz, the frequency range of
the gape rhythm (essentially identical results were obtained when
the analysis was restricted to power in the frequency range of
LTMs).

This analysis revealed that palatability-related information
appears earlier in GC responses than in EMG activity. Figure 2C
shows an example of this phenomenon at the single-cell level. The
top panel in Figure 2C plots the average firing rate of an example
neuron to each of the four taste stimuli, and the bottom panel
plots 4 – 6 Hz power in concurrently recorded EMG responses.
The response of this particular neuron to the most pleasant tas-
tant (sS), illustrated by the dark red trace in Figure 2C, rose rap-
idly and became distinct from responses to the aversive tastants
(light and dark blue traces) well before 1 s. In contrast, the four
EMG responses did not begin to clearly diverge until much later,
when the response for the aversive tastants (blue traces) began to

outstrip the responses to dilute and strong
sucrose. The neural responses became sig-
nificantly correlated with taste palatability
�0.6 s following stimulus delivery (Fig.
2C, top panel, dashed vertical line), com-
pared with 1.2 s for the concurrently re-
corded EMG responses (Fig. 2C, bottom
panel, dashed vertical line).

We performed a neuron-by-neuron
analysis (restricting that analysis to neu-
rons for which the correlation with taste
palatability exceeded p � 0.005 for at least
three or more consecutive 1 s time win-
dows) of the phenomenon described in
Figure 2C (i.e., comparing the onset of
palatability in the firing of each neuron
to the onset of palatability in the con-
currently acquired EMG response). In
22% of the 78 neurons (n � 17), palat-
ability appeared in spiking responses
before appearing in EMG; in 10% of the
neurons (n � 8), the palatability signals
emerged with similar timing in brain
and behavior, and in 68% of the neurons
(n � 53) neural evidence of palatability
lagged the EMG.

Finally, Figure 2D summarizes the results of palatability– elec-
trophysiology correlations for the full set of no-cue experiments
(N � 11 animals, 20 sessions). We calculated the fraction of
neurons (of 161 neurons) whose responses encoded palatability-
related information as a function of time following taste delivery
and did the same for the concurrently recorded EMG responses
(n � 20). Both functions were normalized to their maximal val-
ues to facilitate comparison of their time courses (black and green
lines), which allows us to show that, consistent with earlier stud-
ies (Fontanini and Katz, 2006; Piette et al., 2012; Sadacca et al.,
2012; Maier and Katz, 2013), correlations with palatability begin
to emerge in the GC population at 0.5 s (Fig. 2D, the green line
diverges from zero at this time). Palatability emerged in GC firing
�0.3 s earlier than seen in the jaw movements of the animal.

Of course, the moving window analysis only approximately
captures what are in reality sudden changes (e.g., the fact that the
first gape appears at a particular moment, and the fact that neural
firing rates to tastes change very suddenly; Jones et al., 2007;
Moran and Katz, 2014). For the remainder of this article, we
therefore focus specifically on the timing of gapes (limiting our
analysis to gapes simply because they are the easier of the
palatability-specific behaviors to observe with digastric EMG; see
Fig. 1B,C). To pinpoint the onset time of gapes, we trained a
supervised learning algorithm to classify each EMG burst as a
gape or nongape based on known distinctive properties of the
burst (Fig. 3). Using this classification algorithm, we found
that the average (�SEM) latency of the first sQ-elicited gaping
bout was 1.00 � 0.04 s; the average time period between first
and last gapes in a bout is indicated by the gray shaded area in
Figure 2D. The latency to first gape, which is similar in mag-
nitude to those reported in earlier reports (Travers and Nor-
gren, 1986), trails the appearance of palatability-related firing
in GC (green trace) by nearly 0.5 s. It also lags slightly behind
the onset of palatability-related information in the EMG re-
sponses (black trace), likely reflecting the time windows used
to generate the latter.
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Figure 3. A quadratic classifier for distinguishing gapes from nongapes. A, A scatter plot of duration vs frequency for 1169
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performance. C, Average number of gapes detected in the EMG activity across the 2.5 s period immediately following taste delivery.
Error bars denote the SEM across animals (N � 5).
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Cortical single-neuron firing is
modulated before the onset of gaping in
individual trials
While the above results suggest that GC
activity is well timed to play a role in the
selection of behavior, more thoroughly
testing a hypothesized link between GC
activity and the onset of gaping requires
that we go beyond these general correla-
tions to show that, on a trial-by-trial basis,
the transition from nonspecific licks to
gapes is closely associated with GC firing
(in a manner that can be more easily eval-
uated for statistical significance). We have
previously shown efferent sensory signal
related to nonspecific licking (Katz et al.,
2001), but these signals are highly noisy
and difficult to reliably detect in single
trials.

We found that �14% of assayed GC
neurons (23 of 161 neurons) exhibited
significant (p � 0.01) changes in firing
rate in the period immediately preceding
and/or succeeding the time of the earliest
gape produced following taste delivery
(first gape; see Materials and Methods), 16
times the number expected by chance. Ex-
amples of these neurons are shown in Fig-
ure 4A. Each subpanel of Figure 4A plots the PGTHs for one
neuron; the black traces represent the PGTH measured for the
first gape, and the gray traces, later gapes. All of these responses of
the neurons included a clear (and significant) peak before time 0
(dashed vertical line), suggesting that the firing rate modulation
preceded the moment of gape onset, a finding that was represen-
tative of the population (Fig. 4B). In contrast, neural modula-
tions surrounding later gapes are either nonexistent or muted.
These results suggest that for a subset of GC neurons, a change in
firing is tightly linked to the transition from nonspecific licks to
gapes, and further suggest that GC firing is not generally predic-
tive of the production of individual gapes per se (in that it is only
modulated before initial gapes in a bout, and not later gapes).

The population (N � 161) average recapitulated and con-
firmed the effects observed in the single-neuron examples,
despite the inclusion of nonresponsive neurons; the peak modu-
lation of GC firing in relation to first gapes (black trace) was
several times larger than that for later gapes (Fig. 4C, gray trace).
GC firing rates start to deviate from baseline (see Materials and
Methods) during the time leading up to the emission of the first
gape. Firing rates before the first gape became different from
baseline, and from activity preceding other gapes, 40 ms before
the onset of gaping (p � 0.05; t statistic � 2.0, paired t test).
Furthermore, firing rates changed across the 40 ms preceding the
first gape, whereas there was no significant modulation of GC
activity preceding later gapes (p � 0.86, t statistic � �0.17,
paired t test). This lack of modulation preceding later gapes was
similar when the comparison dataset was restricted to a randomly
selected subset of later gapes (p � 0.84, t statistic � �0.20, paired
t test), a control for any computational artifacts that may have
resulted from the greater preponderance of later gapes.

Note that for the preceding analysis, we rectified the PGTHs of
individual neurons before computing the population average to
prevent neurons with an increase in firing rate (positive peak)
from canceling out neurons with a decrease in firing rate (nega-

tive peak). We also performed a neuron-by-neuron analysis of
the actual direction of firing rate modulations, and found that the
majority of GC neurons [123 of 161 neurons (76%)] increased
their firing rate with the onset of the first gape. A positive peak
was even more prevalent among neurons selected for statistically
significant (p � 0.01) changes in firing rate [22 of 23 neurons
(96%)].

Reducing quinine gape latency via expectation
correspondingly reduces the latency of quinine GC responses
The preceding analyses provide phenomenological evidence sup-
porting the suggestion that GC responses could play a role in the
selection of behavior. A more compelling case for this hypothesis,
however, requires demonstration that perturbation of behavior
has predictable implications for GC taste responses, and vice
versa.

We performed experiments to test both predictions. First, we
manipulated the time at which gapes appear, and tested whether
this manipulation similarly shifts the timing of GC neural re-
sponses. We altered the latency of gaping via a set of cue experi-
ments, which were identical to the no-cue experiments, except
for the addition of a 4 kHz tone that was selectively played for 1 s
immediately before each sQ delivery.

We found that over the course of a cue experiment, rats come
to make use of the predictive tone by gaping earlier in response to
the ensuing sQ delivery. When we split every session of the cue
experiment into two halves (each of which consisted of 15 deliv-
eries of sQ and 15 each of the three other tastants), the latency of
the first gape to sQ decreased by 0.15 � 0.06 s between the first
and second halves of the experiment (Fig. 5A). This change in
gape latency was specific to the cued tastant sQ (and thus did not
represent a generalized shift in the timing of taste-related orofa-
cial responses) and was significantly different from the (essential
lack of) change in gape latency to sQ observed in no-cue experi-
ments (p � 0.03, z(25) � �2.17, Wilcoxon rank sum test), dem-
onstrating that the decrease in gape latency did not represent a
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Figure 4. Firing rate modulations in GC before and during the production of individual gapes. A, Each subpanel shows the
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Error bands in A and B indicate the SEM.
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general consequence of receiving multiple sQ deliveries. Mean-
while, the onset of nonspecific licks remained stationary over the
course of both the cue (average change, �0.02 s; SEM, 0.01 s) and
no-cue experiments (average change, �0.01 s; SEM, 0.01 s), and
there was no significant difference between the two behavioral
paradigms (p � 0.23, z � 1.19, Wilcoxon rank sum test). Cuing
sQ specifically changes the latency to the first sQ gape.

Furthermore, this cue-induced shift in gape latency was par-
alleled by a shift in the timing of GC responses (Fig. 5B). We
performed a moving window analysis independently on each half
of the cue experiments to determine when GC neurons began to
distinguish sQ from the other tastants (as we only cued one taste,
any change would likely not be picked up by our standard palat-
ability correlation analysis, which is an across-taste measure; see
Materials and Methods). In brief, a neuron is said to have sQ-
selective responses if the magnitude of its responses to sQ are
statistically distinguishable from its responses to the three re-
maining tastants. For both the first (pale orange) and second
(dark orange) halves of the experiment, following tastant deliv-
ery, there was a gradual increase in the prevalence of neurons with
sQ-selective responses. The onset of the ramp decreased by �0.2
s (from 1.0 to 0.8 s) between the first and second halves of the
experiment. This change is significantly larger (p � 0.01) than
what would be expected by randomly partitioning the trials into
two groups and performing the same moving window analysis on
each group. Taking into account the noise inherent in estimates
of latency from binned data, the shift in the latency of sQ selec-
tivity in the neural responses is a good match for the shift in the
gape latency (Fig. 5B, reproduced in the vertical dashed lines,
colored to match the electrophysiological data).

GC responses recorded during the cue and no-cue experi-
ments differed in two important ways. First, for the no-cue ex-
periments, the time at which sQ-selective responses emerged did
not change appreciably over the course of the session— both the
black and gray traces in Figure 5C start to rise at about the same
time following taste delivery. This result suggests that the de-
crease in the latency of sQ-selective responses observed in the cue
experiments is not simply related to experience with taste stimuli.
In addition, experience with the cue led to an �33% increase in
the percentage of neurons with sQ-selective responses (note that
the dark orange line in Fig. 5B lies above the light orange line). In
contrast, neurons with sQ-selective responses became scarcer late
in the no-cue sessions (Fig. 5C, black line, asymptotes are shown
below the gray line), perhaps due to habituation.

The present analysis focused on poststimulus neural re-
sponses. However, similar to what has been previously reported

in the literature (Samuelsen et al., 2012), we also observed cue-
selective responses in a subset of GC neurons, which are visible as
the small bump in the light and dark orange traces in Figure 5B, in
the time preceding stimulus delivery, and the absence of a similar
bump in the data from the no-cue experiments (Fig. 5C, black
and gray traces). Neurons with cue-selective responses and those
with sQ-selective responses comprised two overlapping popula-
tions; the proportion of neurons with both types of responses was
comparable to what would be expected by chance (data not
shown).

Optogenetic inactivation of GC significantly increases the
probability of gaping to 1 mM quinine
In a complementary set of manipulation studies, we directly as-
sessed whether the production of gapes is impacted by the per-
turbation of GC neuron firing (i.e., GCx). We bilaterally infused
adeno-associated virus containing ArchT, a light-gated optical
silencer, into GC, and waited for GC neurons to express high
levels of ArchT (�4 weeks after the virus infusion; Han et al.,
2011). We then performed a set of experiments in which we used
green laser light to selectively suppress GC activity coincident
with a random half of the taste deliveries (GCx trials). GC activity
was not altered for the remaining taste deliveries (light-off trials),
which allowed us to perform a within-animal comparison of gape
responses with and without intact GC. Finally, we performed
“light-only” experiments on noninfected rats to control for the
effect of illumination itself on GC firing and taste-related mouth
movements.

Before testing the effects of GC inactivation on gaping, we first
confirmed the effectiveness of optogenetic inactivation using a
CTA protocol in a separate set of rats (see Materials and Meth-
ods). CTA is a form of learning that is known to be sensitive to
GCx (Dunn and Everitt, 1988; Gallo et al., 1992; Schafe and Bern-
stein, 1998; Roman et al., 2006), and our experiment confirmed
this result. After being conditioned with a saccharin aversion,
GC-inactivated animals (N � 10) overcome their aversion and
exhibited 265% greater consumption of saccharin (p � 0.03;
rank sum statistic (15) � 84.5, Wilcoxon rank sum test) com-
pared with the light-only controls (that did not experience GC
inactivation, N � 7). Learned aversions were not entirely absent
in rats with GC inactivation, but they were greatly diminished,
consistent with the suggestion that we are able to optically reduce
levels of GC activity.

On a separate, naive set of rats, this same level of GC inactiva-
tion led to a small but significant increase in the probability that
the animal would gape within 2.5 s following deliveries of sQ (Fig.
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6), an effect that was related to the degree of inactivation (i.e.,
laser intensity). Rats expressing ArchT were more likely to gape
during the light-on trials than during the light-off trials when the
laser power was set to 40 mW (Fig. 6, bright green bar); this
dropped for a power setting of 10 mW (Fig. 6, pale green bar).
The presence of the 40 mW light alone led to a further drop in the
probability of gaping (Fig. 6, white bar with green edges); the
difference between the control and ArchT-expressing animals
was significant (p � 0.04, z(21) � �2.09, Wilcoxon rank sum test)
although small (see Discussion).

GC inactivation did not alter specific characteristics of the
gape rhythm, such as the average latency of the first gape (p �
0.97; z(21) � 0.03), or the variability in that latency across trials
(p � 1.0; z(21) � 0.0). Furthermore, the loss of GC also had no
discernable impact on the kinematics of individual gapes. We
used video analysis to identify licks and gapes produced by four
animals following deliveries of sQ. Figure 7A plots the duration
and frequency (1/time between successive movements) for each
movement, with movements from the “light-on” trials occupying
the top panel, and movements from the “light-off” trials, the
bottom panel in Figure 7A. The clouds of blue dots denoting
gapes in the top and bottom panels Figure 7A have approximately
the same location and shape; we found no significant difference
in either gape duration [97.0 � 31.6 ms with light on, 96.0 � 27.5
ms with light off; p � 0.18; Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) statistic,
0.08, K-S test] or gape frequency (5.42 � 1.48 Hz with light
on, 5.30 � 1.44 Hz with light off; p � 0.35; K-S statistic, 0.07,
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test) between the light-on and light-off
trials. Moreover, the gape detection algorithm, which was fit on
data from a completely separate group of animals (see Materials
and Methods), performed similarly well for the light-on and
light-off trials (Fig. 7B; mean difference in d	, �0.048; SE, 0.29).
Our results suggest that GC is involved in the selection of a motor
rhythm (as one of several interconnected regions so involved; see
Discussion), but not in the production of individual movements
within that rhythm.

Discussion
In the active rat, primary GC firing broadly reflects oral behaviors
such as nonspecific licks, firing that is typically interpreted as
somatosensory feedback (Katz et al., 2001). Here, we show that
GC plays a role in the transition from licking to gaping, as follows:

(1) palatability-related firing in GC emerges in advance of gaping;
(2) GC firing is modulated before the first gape in a bout, but not
before later gapes; (3) decreasing the latency of gaping decreases
the latency of GC responses commensurately; and (4) inhibiting
GC activity while the animal is experiencing a bitter taste causes
significant changes in the likelihood of gaping.

Although the fourth finding, that GCx increased gaping,
seems counterintuitive, it is consistent with the function of an
“across-neuron pattern” decoder interpreting the output of late
GC responses. Quinine increases the firing rates of some neurons
and decreases the firing rates of others; GCx interfered with the
increases while enhancing the decreases. This latter effect may
have “dominated” the overall change, such that the overall GC
output was decoded as more “quinine like.” Thus might GCx
increase the likelihood of gaping, just as the activation of GC
neurons may increase the likelihood of behaviors consistent with
high palatability (Peng et al., 2015).

On the other hand, while GCx altered the probability that
the animal would gape at all in response to an aversive taste, it
had no impact on the frequency and duration of individual
gapes (see also point 2 above). In this, our findings are consis-
tent with studies demonstrating that the mechanics of individ-
ual movements are determined by the brainstem CPG
(Travers et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2001). It remains possible
that other forebrain areas (e.g., orofacial motor cortex) do
contribute to the driving of specific muscles; however, mouth
movements can be elicited by electrical stimulation of either
GC or the orofacial motor cortex; motor cortical stimulation
causes specific movements, while GC stimulation, consistent
with our findings, “kicks off” mouth movements without driv-
ing individual movements themselves (Sasamoto et al., 1990).
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more likely to contain gapes. Error bars in the plot represent SEs; *p � 0.04.
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Figure 7. Impact of GC inactivation on the duration and frequency of individual licks and
gapes. A, Comparison of mouth movement duration and frequency in four virus-infected ani-
mals during light-on (top) and light-off (bottom) trials. Each symbol represents a separate
mouth movement, with video-coded gapes in blue, and non-gapes in gray. B, Performance of
the gape detection algorithm for the light-on sQ trials (green bar) vs for the light-off sQ trials
(black bar). Error bars indicate the SEM across animals (N � 4). The laser was set to 40 mW for
all light-on trials.
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Both areas project directly to the taste CPG (Zhang and
Sasamoto, 1990) and may comprise complementary pathways
in the control of orofacial behaviors.

Our results are consistent with results from the lobster stoma-
togastric ganglion (Marder and Bucher, 2007), leech swim (Crisp
and Mesce, 2004), Aplysia feeding system (Dacks and Weiss,
2013), and rat vibrissal systems (Hattox et al., 2003). In each of
these systems, basic rhythms produced autonomously by a CPG
are, in situ, deeply influenced by neuromodulation. Analogously,
we propose that feedback from GC could select/modulate the
motor pattern produced by the taste brainstem CPG (Chandler et
al., 1985). As cholinergic, serotonergic, and adrenergic projec-
tions permeate the rodent medullary reticular formation (Hol-
mes et al., 1994; Nasse and Travers, 2014), forebrain areas could
modulate orofacial behaviors by altering neuromodulator signal-
ing in taste CPG, altering the dynamics of the circuit and thereby
influencing orofacial movements. Consistent with this specula-
tion are data demonstrating that serotonin depletion impairs
conditioned gaping (Limebeer and Parker, 2000; Limebeer et al.,
2004).

We did not examine movements associated with the con-
sumption of palatable fluids (e.g., LTMs; Grill and Norgren,
1978a; Berridge, 2000), because gapes are more reliably isolated
from activity in the digastric muscle, which is a mouth (and not a
tongue) mover. LTMs and gapes are characterized by distinct
patterns of muscle activation (Travers and Norgren, 1986; Di-
nardo and Travers, 1994), and could conceivably operate by dis-
tinct neural mechanisms. We consider this possibility unlikely,
however, because electrophysiological, pharmacological, and
modeling data suggest that there is considerable, and possibly
even complete, overlap in the CPG circuits for LTMs and gapes
(Travers et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2001; Chen and Travers, 2003;
Venugopal et al., 2007). GC single-neuron responses code palat-
ability across the entire spectrum of pleasant and aversive tastes as
well (Yamamoto et al., 1985; Ogawa et al., 1992; Hanamori et al.,
1998; Katz et al., 2001; Sadacca et al., 2012), rather than simply
coding aversion. Finally, our EMG data enable us to recognize at
least the palatability-correlated spectral signature of LTMs (Fig.
2A,B), which emerge with the same latency as gape-related
rhythms. While direct test awaits further study, it is reasonable to
suspect equivalent GC involvement in egestive and ingestive oral
behaviors. Similarly, while neural responses are quite different
when animals acquire their own tastes (Stapleton et al., 2006;
Crouzet et al., 2015), there is nothing in the current literature that
suggests that GC would not be involved in behavior selection in
different species and contexts.

GC clearly does not act alone in this regard, however; it is
almost certainly one part of a broadly distributed network mod-
ulating the taste CPG. Amygdalar, hypothalamic, visceral corti-
cal, and BNST neurons all project directly or indirectly to the
taste CPG (Zhang and Sasamoto, 1990; Shammah-Lagnado et al.,
1992; Travers et al., 1997); the first two produce palatability-
related taste responses (Yamamoto et al., 1989; Nishijo et al.,
1998; Fontanini et al., 2009; Sadacca et al., 2012; Li et al., 2013),
and stimulation of the first three impacts taste behavior (Berridge
and Valenstein, 1991; Ganaraja and Jeganathan, 2000; Peng et al.,
2015). Brainstem taste regions as well, which loop directly back to
the oromotor CPG (Shammah-Lagnado et al., 1992; Halsell et al.,
1996) and can sustain gaping even in the face of decerebration
(Grill and Norgren, 1978b), undoubtedly play a major role in the
driving of gapes.

The involvement of multiple brain areas may explain why
optogenetic inactivation has only a modest effect on gaping. If

multiple regions work together to process quinine, it is likely that
motor function degrades gracefully with network manipulation
(small perturbations ¡ small effects); it is probably only our use
of optogenetics, which precluded the need for a 1–2 week recov-
ery period between lesion and test and allowed us to perform
within-session comparisons, that allowed us to observe a previ-
ously hidden role of GC in this process (Grill and Norgren,
1978b; Hashimoto and Spector, 2014).

GC has previously been suggested to convey contextual infor-
mation to the CPG (Gallo et al., 1992; Schafe and Bernstein, 1998;
Saddoris et al., 2009; Veldhuizen et al., 2011; Samuelsen et al.,
2012; Gardner and Fontanini, 2014). The fact that rats do not
respond identically to multiple presentations of the same taste
solution (in some 1 mM quinine trials, gapes appeared within 0.5 s
following taste delivery; in others, no gapes were detected for at
least 2.5 s) might at least partially reflect fluctuations in the cog-
nitive state of the animal over the course of the experimental
session. Perhaps, during GCx, the taste circuit is less able to in-
corporate top-down information, such that the “reduced” system
regresses toward the “default mode” of gaping identically to every
application of the aversive taste. These speculations are consistent
with a previous study (Fontanini and Katz, 2006) showing that as
rats become less attentive, GC responses to quinine and sucrose
become more polarized.

Of course, the impact of GCx was likely also limited by meth-
odology. Although GFP diffused across a broad swath of GC, the
laser intensity we used only inactivated neurons within a 1 mm
sphere around the tip of the optic fiber (Han et al., 2011), �33%
of the extent of GC in the caudal–rostral axis alone (Kosar et al.,
1986); furthermore, gene delivery using viral vectors is subject to
considerable between-animal variability in the levels of infection
and gene expression (Packer et al., 2013), such that even the high
levels of fluorescence (see Materials and Methods) and behav-
ioral efficacy (see CTA results) achieved here do not ensure the
efficacy of illumination.

Finally, the high laser intensity necessary for in vivo whole-
region inactivation itself slightly reduced the likelihood of gaping
(Fig. 6), causing our optogenetic result to appear smaller than it
really is. Perhaps the 40 mW laser caused a mild intrinsic change
in neural excitability that runs counter to the impact of inhibition
via ArchT—a possibility consistent with results from another
recent study (Maier et al., 2015). Alternatively, perhaps the bleed
of laser light into the chamber during light-on trials slightly re-
duced the attention paid to the taste. Regardless, GCx counter-
acted this trend, significantly increasing the probability of gaping.

These considerations imply that optogenetic GCx was only
partial, a conclusion consistent with the fact that this inactivation
was less effective in blocking conditioned taste aversion than ei-
ther electrolytic lesions (Schafe and Bernstein, 1998) or pharma-
cological inactivation (Stone et al., 2005), both of which have a
greater spatial spread (Arikan et al., 2002; Fortis-Santiago et al.,
2010). More comprehensive inactivation would likely lead to
greater changes in motor responses (but see Hashimoto and
Spector, 2014).

Finally, this work joins a growing literature (Niell and Stryker,
2010; Oswald and Urban, 2012; Petersen and Crochet, 2013)
hinting at complexities in the relationship between sensory and
motor systems. Here, we uncover and characterize a direct link
between activity in sensory cortex and movement. Our results
favor an integrated model in which sensory and motor compo-
nents work in conjunction to drive behavior, rather than as a
sequential relay model.
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